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Abstract: The growth and development of crops would not be separated by comprehensive
climatic factors, such as temperature, precipitation, sunshine and others. To
some extent, the behaviors of the climate factors have great affection on the
climatic suitability of crops. In order to achieve the quantitative assessment
of climate factors, the decision support system for quantitative calculation on
climate suitability of major crops in Hebei province such as winter wheat,
corn and cotton, has been established. Developed by Microsoft Visual Basic
6.0 language, and program design built in modular structure, the system was
included by three modules following as the database of climatic suitability
over the stages of crops growth and development, calculation of climate
suitability degerees and decision-making services. Using the differene
periods such as ten days, month, season, crop growth period as the unit, the
quantity changes of temperature, precipitation and sunshine would be
translated into crop-climatic suitability degrees on different growth perod by
membership function of fuzzy mathematics so as to achieve a quantitative
assessment of climatic fators. The calculated results output adopts grid and
graphic formats, and according to the results, different management decision-
making information.would be chosen then .It's shown that the analysis results
of crop-climatic suitability by the system for different crops and time perods
are consistent with the actual situation.

Keywords: Fuzzy mathematics, Climatic Suitability, quantitative calculation, decision
support systems
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Hebei Province is a major producer of winter wheat, corn and cotton; it
leads the nation in terms of both land acreage and output. Growth of plant is
a complex process; meteorological variables, such as temperature,
precipitation, sunshine, play a vital role in the process. Research of different
scales, different crop growth climate resource and ecology climate
adaptability evaluation have had been done by some Chinese scholars(Lu Yu-
hua et al., 2003; Bai Yongping,2000; Luo Huailiang et al., 2004; Huang Huang,
1996; Yin Dong, 2002), the suitability of only one meteorological elements
for the growth of crops was also studied(Xu Xuexuan et al., 2000). In practice,
when evaluating whether meteorological conditions are appropriate for crop
growth and development process or not, such terms "favorable" and
"unfavorable" were tended to assigh, rather vague notions. There is no clear
distinction between the two conditions; thus, convey limited amount of
information. In this paper, this problem would be intended to solve. The
objective is to introduce a rigorous mathematical model to quantify the
degree of meteorological favorability for crop growth. In addition, the exact
impact of changing metrological condition on plant growth would also be
revealed. All above these would provide basic data for the modernization of
agricultural resources, and lay a foundation.

1.1.1.1. UNDERLYINGUNDERLYINGUNDERLYINGUNDERLYING PRINCIPLESPRINCIPLESPRINCIPLESPRINCIPLES OFOFOFOFTHETHETHETHE
SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM

1.11.11.11.1 TheTheTheThe InterpretationInterpretationInterpretationInterpretation ofofofof ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforfor CropsCropsCropsCrops

Crop Climate Suitability is generated by a membership function of fuzzy
mathematics: numerical change in meteorological factors is the input, and
the output is level of suitability for crop growth, yield and quality.

Temperature, precipitation, sunshine during crop growth period can be
each treated as a separate fuzzy set（ T~ , R~ , S~ ）. By building membership
function of fuzzy sets, i.e. suitability model, the degree of match between the
variables（ srt ，， ） and the respective fuzzy sets )(~ tT , )(~ rR , )(~ sS can be
calculated, in other words, the suitability of temperature, precipitation and
sunshine（ srt ，， ） for crop growth. In this way, the climate suitability for
crops can quantitatively assessed. The scale of output is from 0 to 1: the
bigger, the more desirable.
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1.21.21.21.2 ModelModelModelModel ofofofof ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforfor CropsCropsCropsCrops

1.2.11.2.11.2.11.2.1 ModelModelModelModel ofofofof ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforforWinterWinterWinterWinterWheatWheatWheatWheat

The Model of Climate Suitability for winter wheat in terms of temperature,
precipitation, sunshine, as defined as follows(Ma Shuqing et al.,1994):
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Where:
)(~

ijtT represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of
temperature during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijt denotes
the average temperature during the period while lit , hit , it0 each indicates
the lowest, highest and appropriate average temperature the winter wheat can
tolerate. )(~

ijrR represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of
precipitation during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijr denotes
the amount of precipitation (mm) during the period; we define lir =0.6 ir0 ，

hir =1.5 ir0 ， where ir0 indicates the amount of water the winter wheat
demands. )(~

ijsS represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of
sunshine duration during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijs
denotes the total sunshine duration during the period (h); is0 expresses the
critical point that reach 70% of total sunshine duration for the period (h); ib
is a constant. ijS represents the comprehensive climate suitability for winter
wheat.
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1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.2222 ModelModelModelModel ofofofof ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforfor CornsCornsCornsCorns

The Model of Climate Suitability for corns in terms of temperature,
precipitation, sunshine, as defined as follows:
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Where:
)(~

ijtT represents climate suitability for corns in terms of temperature
during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijt denotes the average
temperature during the period while lit , hit , it0 each indicates the lowest,
highest and appropriate average temperature the corns can tolerate. )(~

ijrR
represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of precipitation
during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijr denotes the amount of
precipitation (mm) during the period; ir0 is defined as the amount of water
the winter wheat demands. )(~

ijsS represents climate suitability for winter
wheat in terms of sunshine duration during the ith interval of 10 days within
jth month; ijs denotes the total sunshine duration during the period (h); is0
expresses the critical point that reach 70% of total sunshine duration for the
period (h); ib is a constant. ijS represents the comprehensive climate
suitability for winter wheat.

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.3333 ModelModelModelModel ofofofof ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforfor CottonsCottonsCottonsCottons

The Model of Climate Suitability for cottons in terms of temperature,
precipitation, sunshine, as defined as follows:
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Where:
)(~

ijtT represents climate suitability for cottons in terms of temperature
during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijt denotes the average
temperature during the period while lit , hit , it0 each indicates the lowest,
highest and appropriate average temperature the corns can tolerate. )(~

ijrR
represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of precipitation
during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijr denotes the amount of
precipitation (mm) during the period; lir , hir are defined as the lower and
upper limit, respectively, of amount of water cotton demands. )(~

ijsS
represents climate suitability for winter wheat in terms of sunshine duration
during the ith interval of 10 days within jth month; ijs denotes the total
sunshine duration during the period (h); is0 expresses the critical point that
reach 70% of total sunshine duration for the period (h); ib is a
constant. ijS represents the comprehensive climate suitability for winter
wheat.

1.2.41.2.41.2.41.2.4 CalculatingCalculatingCalculatingCalculating ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability forforforfor differentdifferentdifferentdifferent timetimetimetime IntervalsIntervalsIntervalsIntervals

From sowing to harvesting, the growth of crops spans different months,
quarters or even growth stages. Climate suitability of months, quarters or
growth stages corresponds to individual 10-day climate suitability. The
subject of system is crops; based on 10-day climate suitability collected from
individual weather stations, the climate suitability for different time intervals
would be derived by taking the weighted average of 10-day climate
suitability(Huang Huang, 1996; Zhao Feng et al.,2003).
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Where:
)(~

mjtT ， )(~
mjrR ， )(sS mj

~ are the climate suitability in terms of temperature,
precipitation, sunshine duration, respectively, during mth month of crop
growth season in jth year; 1m , 2m indicates the beginning and ending 10-day
interval of mth month (within a quarter or a growth season. In the case that

1m =1 and 2m =3, )(~
mjtT ， )(~

mjrR ， )(sS mj
~ each corresponds to the

monthly climate suitability in terms of temperature, precipitation, sunshine
duration, respectively. tjb , rjb , sjb denote the weight assigned to climate
suitability in terms of temperature, precipitation, sunshine duration,
respectively, of the i th 10-day interval. )(~

tjtT ， )(rR tj
~

， )(sS tj
~ represent

the 10-day climate suitability in terms of temperature, precipitation, sunshine
duration, respectively. Finally, mjs is the comprehensive climate suitability
for mth month within jth year.

2.2.2.2. INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION OFOFOFOFSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM

2.12.12.12.1 SystemSystemSystemSystem OperatingOperatingOperatingOperating EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment

The system is developd by Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, the development
platform is Chinese version of Windows XP/2003 Server, the operating
system applied is Windows 32-bit desktop operation system. The hardware
environment: desktop PC based on Intel’s 808x instruction system. Software
development environment: Windows XP/2003 Server based operating
system.
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2.22.22.22.2 SystemSystemSystemSystem StructureStructureStructureStructure

The program employs modular structure and drop-down menu. The
program consists of three components(Fig.1): a database that records the
weather parameters that determine climate suitability for crops, a calculation
module and a decision making module. The calculation module also includes
two sub-components: one accommodates real-time climate suitability while
the other provides the historical information. The real-time calculation
module is capable of produce climate suitability based on different time
horizons, i.e., every 10 days, monthly, quarterly or for the entire growth
period. The decision making module provides background information for
crop growth and make suggestions on appropriate management measures.

Fig.1: Structure of Decision support system for quantitative calculation of crop climatic
suitability in Hebei

2.32.32.32.3 SystemSystemSystemSystem FunctionFunctionFunctionFunction

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability ConditionConditionConditionConditionManagementManagementManagementManagement

The database contains all kinds of agro-meteorological indicators of
winter wheat, corn, cotton that spans various growth stages from planting to
harvest: including target climate suitability, upper and lower bound of a
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range of acceptable climate suitability level. Researchers may choose to
consult, modify, expand or streamline the database.

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 CalculationCalculationCalculationCalculation ofofofof Real-timeReal-timeReal-timeReal-time ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability

The system receives and processes real-time meteorological information
on a 10-day basis. Based on the comprehensive meteorological data, 10-day
climate suitability in terms of temperature, precipitation, sunshine or
combined could be calculated, pertaining to winter wheat, corn or cotton.
From that, the same indicators on monthly or quarterly basis could be further
obtained, or even for the entire growth season. The output is presented in
graph and spreadsheet.

2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3 CalculationCalculationCalculationCalculation ofofofof HistoricalHistoricalHistoricalHistorical ClimateClimateClimateClimate SuitabilitySuitabilitySuitabilitySuitability

The system can read the historical metrological information including
temperature, precipitation, sunshine from the database to calculate the
climate suitability in terms of temperature, precipitation, sunshine or
combined at different point in time. The result can form the foundation for
the analyzing the impact of climate change on agriculture.

2.3.42.3.42.3.42.3.4 DecisionDecisionDecisionDecision MakingMakingMakingMakingModuleModuleModuleModule

According to the calculation, the system can make recommendations on
course of actions in response to varying weather conditions. Researchers can
consult, modify, add or delete the recommendations; researches can also
search information related to the plant growth and development.

2.42.42.42.4 SystemSystemSystemSystem operatingoperatingoperatingoperating proceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures

The system can automatically collect real-time 10-day weather data from
weather stations across the province. The system can process the data and
extract the relevant information, including temperature, precipitation and
sunshine. The selected data is then incorporated into the database and
become the input of function (1) ~ (12) to derive climate suitability
indicators. The procedure is illustrated in Fig.2.

The output is presented in graphs or tables.
Table output: By applying MSHFlexGrid Control. the format would be set

up, so that the system can export the climate suitability in terms of
temperature, precipitation, sunshine or combined for different areas during
different time intervals;
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Fig.2: System operating procedures

2.52.52.52.5 CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics ofofofof thethethethe systemsystemsystemsystem

The system allows real-time calculation of climate suitability for crops.
Individual modules of the system run relatively independently from each
other, making way for future modification or maintenance. The system can
be easily expanded; the interface is user-friendly and is very easy to use. In
addition, in consideration of possible misuse of the system, a dialog box is
developed to help researchers tackle errors or mistakes they made. In
conclusion, the system could be believed widely adopted.

3.3.3.3. CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

The system is developed by VB6.0 language; it employed a modular
structure which is easy to maintain and expand. The system works in a time
frame of 10-day, month, quarter or growth season; it uses the membership
function of fuzzy math to convert meteorological data, such as the numerical
change in temperature, precipitation or sunshine into climate suitability for
crops. The result, which is exported in various formats, can provide
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quantitative basis for agriculture decision making. The practical application
showed that has very good business application effect.
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